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DISCLAIMER

External links are selected and reviewed when the page is published. However, CCEA is not responsible for the content of external websites. CCEA 
cannot guarantee the accuracy of the content in external sites. This is because: 

• CCEA does not produce them or maintain/update them;

• CCEA cannot change them; and

• they can be changed without CCEA’s knowledge or agreement.

Some of our external links may be to websites which also offer commercial services, such as online purchases.

The inclusion of a link to an external website from CCEA should not be understood to be an endorsement of that website or the site’s owners (or their 
products/services).

Some of the content we link to on external sites is generated by members of the public (messageboards and photo-sharing sites for example). The 
views expressed are those of the public and unless specifically stated are not those of CCEA.
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INTRODUCTION

The culmination of your various efforts in planning and production will be most apparent – and often most 
rewarding – in the editing room, when you start to pull things together. No post-production team can make 
a decent film out of poorly planned or badly filmed footage; however, there is still a lot of power in editing 
and post-production. This power expands in scope all the time due to increasing technological capabilities, 
letting us fix mistakes and add extra atmosphere or impact through music, sound and other effects. It is 
at this important stage that you will see your film begin to take real shape, and it will afford you great 
opportunities to make decisions that may enhance the effectiveness of the piece.

These workflows offer step-by-step guidelines to the logging and editing processes of some of the most 
widely used editing software suites, and include instructions for polishing the basic but essential aspects of 
your sound effects, dialogue and titles. They will ensure you can exercise a high degree of directorial control 
over your film, creating the impressions that best match your vision for your Moving Image Arts production 
piece.

For convenience and usability, the individual workflow documents in this booklet are arranged in sections 
by program, ensuring you can find the various workflows suitable for your chosen editing suite together in 
one place.

A workflow booklet relating to post-production effects is available separately for download from the subject 
microsite, as is a range of tutorial videos specially created to help you to create particular visual effects for 
your work. 

Please Note: CCEA makes every effort to ensure guidance is accurate, up-to-date and relevant. Due to the 
fast-changing nature of the technologies they cover, guidance documents such as this will be updated to 
reflect any substantial software or technical updates when necessary and the updated versions uploaded to 
the subject microsite. This edition dates from Autumn 2016.
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USING FINAL CUT PRO X

Sequence Setting

Straightforward project default settings should be appropriate for this software – please see the note below 
under ‘Importing, Logging and Saving Projects’.

Importing, Logging and Saving Projects

Final Cut Pro X is an extremely user friendly piece of software, and while programs like Premiere Pro are 
prone to transcoding issues related to the importing of footage and the setting up on projects, Final Cut Pro 
doesn’t generate these kinds of problems.

Its default settings are sufficiently accommodating to ensure you shouldn’t experience any difficulties in 
setting up your project, importing your footage or saving your work, but if you do find that issues arise, 
it’s best to refer directly to Apple Support for Final Cut Pro X at https://www.apple.com/uk/support/
finalcutpro/.

Syncing Production Dialogue

These instructions will cover how to match your production audio to your camera footage in Final Cut Pro X.
1. Open up Final Cut Pro X. Create a new Library for the production audio and camera footage you will 

be importing. 
 

2. Import your audio and video files. If you are importing your audio from a standalone recorder it 
is usually best to copy those audio files directly from your device onto a separate folder on the 
computer. You can then import your audio files form that new folder, safe in the knowledge that they 
are still on your external device.

3. Once you have imported your audio files and video footage, you can now begin syncing them. By 
listening to the audio files and looking at the clapperboard information at the start of each take, you 
should be able to quickly find the correct video and audio asset for each set-up. So, for example, 
when you have the audio and video for “Scene 1 Take 1”, drag them both down into project timeline.

4. You will now need to SYNC the audio with the video. Find the exact moment in the video track where 

https://www.apple.com/uk/support/finalcutpro/
https://www.apple.com/uk/support/finalcutpro/
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the clapperboard is snapped shut.  If your camera footage has audio from an onboard microphone 
you should mute it. 

 
5. Line that exact frame up with the sound of the board snapping shut in your audio file, as shown 

above. If you look at the audio track the board snap should be visible on the waveform as a large 
sudden spike. By moving the Audio layer you should be able to get that sudden spike to coincide with 
the frame in which the clapper board closes.

Once you have them lined up trim audio and video clips so that they’re the same length (shown below).
 

6. Once that’s done and you’re satisfied that the sound is in sync, HIGHLIGHT both audio and video 
tracks then go to FILE and create a new COMPOUND CLIP. 

7. When prompted to save the compound clip under a suitable name e.g. “Take 1, Scene 1” and in the 
event folder linked to your project. 

 
8. You can now delete the separate video and audio tracks – your new compound clip is a synchronised 

version combining both and the audio and video for that take. Once you have performed this same 
task for all your audio and video footage, you can edit your entire film using those compound clips.   
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Editing Dialogue Scenes

When editing dialogue scenes it’s not enough to simply follow the visual rules of continuity editing. If, as 
in the screen-grab below, we cut from one over the shoulder shot directly to another we can have an edit 
which looks right visually but plays poorly.

  

The reason for this is simple: the audio and the image are being cut at the same point. We hear and see 
one character, and then cut so we can hear and see another. This approach gives our dialogue scenes a 
distracting disjointed effect, back and forth like a tennis match.

Thankfully there’s a simple way of solving this issue. We must 
unlink the audio from the image so that the sound from one 
shot can extend into the next. 

Select the clip you wish to adjust, and then selecting EXPAND 
AUDIO/VIDEO (shown left).

Now you can stretch your audio so that it extends across the 
shots; this technique will make your dialogue scenes flow more convincingly.

These types of cuts are sometimes called split edits, but are usually referred to as L-cuts or J-cuts. If you 
look at the screengrab below you can see a new version of the previous sequence with this technique 
applied – look at how the ‘blocks’ of image and sound overlap at their edges. 

 
Psychologically this technique mimics real life. We often hear people speak before we see them, or 
sometimes our gaze can wander when we’re listening to others. Editing in a way where images often 
precede or follow the dialogue edit feels more realistic. 

Using J-Cuts will certainly make your dialogue flow more naturally, but in order to add a further sense 
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of cohesion to the audio you should add some Wild Track or Room Noise to your edit. This is a piece of 
production audio which is recorded immediately after you shoot a dialogue scene. The sound recordist will 
ask everyone on set to be quiet for a minute whilst he or she records the sound of the environment.

This audio can then be used in post-production to add a sense of consistency and cohesion to the 
soundtrack. If the J-Cuts are bricks then the Room Noise is the mortar holding them together. It adds a 
greater sense of place to a scene and can help cover up seams in your other production audio. 

In the screengrab below you can see Room Noise has been added to the scene on Audio Track 4.  You can 
also see a music track added on A3. These extra elements will further enhance the scene. You can add them 
by importing these into your project and then adding them to your timeline. 

 

You should also keep a careful eye on your sound level meter (shown to the right here) over on the right 
hand side of the screen.  If your Audio keeps peeking into the red you may need to lower the volume of 
individual clips.
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Sound Formatting and Working with Audio

Decompressing Audio and Creating WAV files

Before going any further here we should explain what we mean by ‘decompressing’. 

Sometimes, in order to make it small enough to be streamed online or played through a mobile device, 
music files are compressed using the MP3 format. This format reduces the file size of recordings but also 
lessens their quality. You may not necessarily detect a massive drop in audio quality when comparing a 
track from a CD with an MP3 version of the same track but the latter will sound flatter and less detailed. 

MP3 are perfectly acceptable for day to day listening but, because of the low sampling and bit rates they 
use, they can create serious issues if used as sound files in video editing projects. In some severe cases they 
can cause clicking and scratching noises to appear.

So, instead of using MP3 files for your sound effects or soundtrack music you are better off using WAV files. 
Here is a simple workflow for creating WAV files using iTunes for Mac or PC. 

1. Open up iTunes. Under the iTunes tab on the menu bar select PREFERENCES (as shown in image to 
the right).  

2. When the General Preferences Window (shown in image below) opens, 
make sure the CD bar towards the bottom of the window is set to “Ask to 
Import CD”. Then click on the IMPORT SETTINGS button.
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3. At the IMPORT SETTINGS window (shown below), make sure the Import Using bar is set to WAV 
ENCODER. Then click OK.

By following these steps you have now ensured that iTunes can convert any CD inserted into your computer 
into high quality WAV files which can be used in your edit.  Now when you insert any CD into your optical 
drive you will see a prompt like the one below.

4. You can click yes at this point to import all the tracks, or untick any tracks you do not wish to import. 
When ready click YES. The computer will then begin importing the selections you have made. 

If you are using commercially available music or sound effects in your film you should always endeavour to 
source those from CD. If, for whatever reason, the music or sound effects that you wish to use in your film 
are only available as MP3 files, you can still use iTunes to create WAV file versions of them. 

Select the track you wish to convert from the library in your iTunes interface.  Right click on it and choose 
CREATE WAV VERSION from the menu options (shown below). 
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Converting an MP3 to a WAV file will do nothing to improve the file’s sound quality but it will make it work 
more efficiently with your editing software. It is, however, important to note that some music files sold 
through online vendors have built in copy protection which prevents them from being converted to other 
formats.

Managing Audio Assets Efficiently

When you are using audio from a variety of sources, from stand-alone digital recording devices to CDs, it 
can be easy to lose track of where they are. So, for example, if assets have been stored on an external USB 
drive and that drive is removed from the computer, all of those sounds will vanish from the project. 

The best way to avoid issues like that is to create stand-alone folders for all your audio assets and to make 
sure you copy all of your music, sound effects and production audio files directly into them.  

Using the Audio Meters

One persistent problem sometimes seen in student films is poorly balanced sound. With all the main 
software packages allowing you to add dozens of different audio tracks to a project, it’s easy for a film to 
suddenly be overwhelmed by its soundtrack. If you have lots of different audio elements in your edit, the 
combined noise of them can be overpowering.
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In your editing interface you will see a set of bars which display how loud your audio is – these are your 
audio meters. They are colour coded, running from Green to Amber to Red. As you might expect, Green is 
safe, Red is dangerously loud and Amber represents the border between the two zones. 

In the screen-grab shown to the left, you can see one instance where the sound has not 
been adjusted and the weight of the audio is pushing the meter into the red zone. This is 
far too loud and will sound distorted. Audio this loud is also a health hazard in its own right 
and may damage your hearing. In contrast to the dangerously distorted sound, on the right 
you can see a meter for a properly adjusted soundtrack. There the indicators are remaining 
within the green, ensuring the sound is both safe and effective. 

It doesn’t require a huge amount of time or attention – just keep an eye on your audio 
meters when adding new soundtracks and adjusting levels.

Editing Music

One common flaw seen in student films is the poorly timed fading in and out of music tracks at dramatic 
moments.  If you wish to use a pre-existing music track you should consider editing it down to the required 
length of your scene or sequence. 

In the screen-grab below you can see a music track in a Final Cut Pro X sequence.  The first thirty seconds 
of this track contain a repeating series of bass guitar chords leading to a dramatic and much louder burst of 
music. 

As shown above one could use a frame controlled adjustment to the volume to gradually fade the music 
up so that it starts later but this will draw attention to itself and may not offer a smooth segue into the 
intended stretch of music. 
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Above you can see a more successful approach. Using the IN and OUT functions in Final Cut, the audio track 
has been trimmed at the beginning and at the end. By placing these editing points at transitional points 
within the track the end result is seamless. 

Creating and Editing Sound Effects 

With some software coming with built-in sound effects libraries and an array of free sound effects being 
available online, it can be tempting to try and use only sourced sound effects for your film. It is, however, 
easy to record your own sound effects and to use your editing software to create startling new sounds. 

In this example a recording of electric guitar feedback is being used in Final Cut Pro X to generate an 
otherworldly nose. Below you can see that the IN and OUT points have been set, isolating a two-and-a-half 
second long burst of the sound. 
 

This audio has then been 
dragged down to the 
timeline and placed roughly 
in sync with the action it is 
to accompany.  In Final Cut 
Pro X selecting MODIFY and 
RETIME allows us to alter the 
speed of the audio clip and 
change the tone and mood of 
our audio.
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From the tabs at the top of your screen select MODIFY, then select RETIME and use speed control options 
there to adjust the speed at which sound plays back.

Further distortion could be achieved by layering other speed adjusted audio clips below this sound. If your 
film requires startling or atmospheric sound effects, it’s worth experimenting with ways of creating and 
distorting them from live sources.

Fixing Production Audio

Too often student film-makers forget to clean up or fix audio elements recorded during the shoot. Wind 
noise, for example, is often left attached to location footage, but it can be easily removed by muting the 
sound level for the audio tracks in question.  

Equally common is indistinct or poorly recorded dialogue. If needs be it is possible to re-record production 
audio in post-production; most editing packages have a function designed to facilitate such a thing. In 
order to re-record dialogue in this way all you should need is the actor or actors in question, a decent 
microphone which can be plugged into your computer and a quiet room in which to re-record the audio. If 
your performers are inexperienced it may take them many takes in order to successfully match their new 
vocal performance with their lip movements onscreen, so don’t try to do this in a rush. 

In Final Cut Pro X the Voiceover function can be activated by choosing WINDOW from the toolbar and 
selecting RECORD VOICEOVER. 

Title Sequences

Many film-makers regard the creation of a strong title sequence as something of an art form in itself; 
done well, it enhances the entire film and can be extremely memorable. Title sequences can also vary as 
massively as films can, so instead of giving specific workflow guidance here, CCEA’s Moving Image Arts 
microsite hosts several tutorial videos on how to achieve particular effects suited to opening credits. For 
more basic guidance on creating title cards and manipulating text, please see the section on using Gimp to 
create graphics and text which is located towards the end of the booklet.
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USING FINAL CUT EXPRESS

Sequence Setting

When beginning any Final Cut Express Project it is vitally important to make sure that you have set up your 
project correctly so that you are using the right sequence settings for the footage you wish to edit.

If, for example, you have filmed lots of HD footage but try to edit it in a standard definition sequence, Final 
Cut may make you render every single asset any time you wish to make a new cut or move objects on the 
timeline. This issue is perhaps the most common cause of editing problems. The simple rules which follow 
here will help you avoid any calamities or time-wasting.

Film Format and Settings

Know what format you’re filming on and choose the appropriate 
sequence settings. If, for example, you know your project has 
been filmed in HD you also need to know the frame rate and 
exact resolution. It will usually be 1920 x 1080 and 25 frames 
per second. You also need to know what codec has been used to 
compress the footage.  Final Cut will recognise lots of different 
compression codecs but if you want a smooth edit experience 
you may need to convert your footage into another of these.

How to check the format of your footage?  
Once you’ve connected your camera to your computer or 
plugged in your SD card open the DCIM folder in your camera 
card and copy one of the files over to your computer.

Once that’s done you can right click on the copied file and select 
GET INFO. On the left here you can see all the information you 
will need.

We can see that the file is 1920 x 1080 and that the compressor 
used is the H.264 Codec. That codec is great for making 
Quicktime files to playback or share but will need constant 
rendering and re-rendering if we want to use it in Final Cut 
Express.

At this point you may find it helpful to refer to the next 
workflow document in this booklet, ‘Importing, Logging and 
Saving Projects’ - this will provide you with instructions for 
importing footage in a way which will both convert the files into 
Apple Intermediate Codec movies. 
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Setting Up Final Cut for your Footage

1. Open Up Final Cut Express, and go to the Final Cut Express tab. Select 
EASY SET-UP, as shown in the screengrab on the left.

2. Change your settings there to FORMAT: Apple Intermediate Codec and 
USE to the appropriate frame size and rate (see screengrab below). In this 
case we know that 1920 x 1080 is the frame size. 50i is another way of 
expressing the frame rate. Here it’s counted as half-frames called fields. 
50i is the same as 25 frames. 

3. Click on SETUP.

Opening a New Project

Click FILE and select NEW PROJECT.  Remember to check the sequence settings in the clip bin to make sure 
you’ve set it up correctly, as in the example screengrab shown below. 
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Now make sure you have saved the project under a new name and make a note of where you have saved it. 
It is best to keep all such projects files in a special folder. If you look at the screenshot below you can see a 
typical project folder. 

You’ll notice that all Final Cut project files are saved with the extension ‘.fcp’, so if you see a file ending in 
those characters you know it is a Final Cut File. You can also see that those files are very small in terms of 
how much disk memory they use up. 40k, for example, is about the size of a standard text-only e-mail.

Your raw footage is the material your film is made from, but the Final Cut .fcp file is more like a record of 
how it has been edited. Think of it as being like the plans for a house or human DNA. If you know how to 
read the information on it and have the right materials to hand, the thing it is describing can be built or 
cloned. This means that you could e-mail a project file to someone else and, as long as they access to the 
same footage, they could reconstruct the entire edit. 

Importing your Footage

Click FILE - IMPORT - FOLDER to import your footage into your clip bin. If you are using iMovie as an import 
tool you’ll find that the EVENT folder will have your converted footage as well a few useless reference files 
which Final Cut can’t read - feel free to ignore these.

In the clip bin above you can see that the settings for all of the clips match the sequence settings 
completely. Any of those clips can be dragged down onto the sequence without needing to be rendered. 
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Audio

Audio is similar to video - it will edit more smoothly if it is imported in the correct format.  MP3 files will 
wreak havoc on your rendering times and may cause serious audio issues with your work if used.

Instead it’s best to convert all your audio, be it music or sound effects, into WAV format sound files. This 
process is covered in the “Sound Formatting” workflow which can be found later in this Final Cut Express 
section of the booklet. 
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Importing, Logging and Saving Projects
Making sure sequence settings and footage match

Thanks to the advance of digital video technology we now have a confusing array of different but similar 
sounding formats. It’s therefore all too easy to import one kind of footage but to edit it using sequence 
settings meant for another format.

Final Cut Express is a flexible piece of software and will handle most forms of video but if there’s a 
mismatch between source footage and sequence settings you may waste valuable time resizing footage or 
waiting for footage to render.

If you look at the screenshot below of a browser window you can see a project where there’s a mismatch 
between sequence settings and footage. We have two edit sequences open: SEQUENCE 1 and MISMATCH 
EXAMPLE. You’ll note that both are set to a FRAME SIZE of 1440 X 1080 and have a VID RATE (that is the 
number of frames per second) of 29.97.

Both sequences are correctly set up for a HD digital camera. However if you look at the clip called MIK AVEC 
LIGHT SABRE you will see that it has been shot at 1024 x 576. It’s not a HD file. The VID RATE matches our 
sequence settings but not the frame size. This means that if the MIK AVEC clip is dragged down on to our 
sequence we have an immediate problem. 

In Final Cut Express 4 the footage will be resized automatically 
but only after rendering. If you look at the screengrab on the 
left you can see the familiar red line alerting us to footage 
that needs rendered. In earlier versions of FCE we’d have 
to manually resize the clip as well as render it. Obviously 
having to edit a whole project with this limitation would be 
frustrating.
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Later versions of Final Cut Express have a failsafe of sorts designed to prevent this. If you have FCE 4 or 
above you may, in situations like this, see a warning on screen like so:

You can, if need be, click YES but only if you’re sure that the footage you have imported has already been 
imported at the correct resolution.

Easy Set-Up

You can avoid these dilemmas completely by using FCE’s EASY SET-UP function. 
1. Go to the FINAL CUT EXPRESS tab in top left hand corner of the screen, pull 

down and select EASY SETUP, as shown in the screengrab on the right here.
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2. Then, using the format settings above, choose the correct format. You may need to refer to the 
documentation which came with your camera to choose correctly. Alternatively you should be able 
to check the frame size and vid rate of any footage you’ve already imported by going to the folder it’s 
stored in, selecting a file and clicking GET INFO.

What if your version of FCE doesn’t seem to support that exact format?

Many digital SLRs and FLIP style portable cameras, being originally intended for North American markets, 
will only shoot at 29.97 frames per second. Others, intended for European Markets will only shoot at our 
frame rate of 25 frames per second. So sometimes it’s possible to find yourself trying to edit footage which 
your version of Final Cut doesn’t full support.

You may, for example, have lots of footage shot in a 720p HD format at 25 frames per second but your 
version of FCE will only support that ratio at 30 frames per second. You could in that instance still import 
the footage into a 720p 30FPS sequence but you’d still have to render every clip.
A good way to avoid such complications is to simply convert all of your footage using MPEG STREAMCLIP, a 
free video convertor which can be sourced online.

Here’s a quick workflow on how to do this. 

Choose a film file you would like to export.

1. Select FILE and EXPORT TO QUICKTIME.

2. In the new window (see screengrab on the 
right) choose APPLE INTERMEDIATE CODEC, 
tick the appropriate frame size and type 
the new frame rate into the frame rate box.

3. This new clip can now be re-imported into 
the Final Cut project. Just make sure that 
converted clips are given a different name 
or placed in a different folder so as to avoid 
confusion.
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Syncing Production Dialogue

These instructions will cover how to match your production audio to 
your camera footage in Final Cut Express.

1. Open up Final Cut Express. 

2. Select USER PREFERENCES, as shown in the screengrab on the right. 

3. In the User Preferences window, select the Timeline Options tab 
at the top (as shown in the screengrab below) and tick the SHOW 
AUDIO WAVEFORMS box under the Track Display section.

4. Set-up a new sequence in Final Cut Express

5. Import the files audio and video files you wish to sync. 

6. Drag the audio and video files for the scene you wish to sync down onto your sequence, you should 
see the audio waveform in the audio tracks.

7. You will now need to SYNC the audio with the video. Find the exact moment in the video track where 
the clapperboard is snapped shut.
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8. Line that exact frame (shown in the screengrab below on the right hand screen) up with the sound of 
the board snapping shut in your audio file. It should be seen on the waveform as a large sudden spike 
(shown on the audio timeline below).

9.      Once you have them lined up trim audio and video clips so that they’re the same length.

10. Once that’s done and you’re satisfied that the sound is in 
sync, HIGHLIGHT both audio and video tracks then go to 
MODIFY and select LINK, as shown in the screengrab on the 
right.
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11. Once you have linked the audio and video for that take, you can then drag that synchronised clip from 
the sequence and drop it in the clip bin. From there you can relabel it (see screengrab below) and use 
it as an independent clip in your edit – the sound and image will stay linked until you unlink them. 

 

Editing Dialogue Scenes

When editing dialogue scenes, it’s not enough to simply follow the visual rules of continuity editing. If, as in 
the screen-grab below, we cut from one over the shoulder shot directly to another, we could end up with 
an edit which looks right visually but doesn’t seem smooth or right to the audience.

The reason for this problem is simple. Our audio and our image are being cut at the same point; we hear 
and see one character and then cut so we can hear and see another. This approach gives our dialogue 
scenes a distracting and disjointed back-and-forth effect like a tennis match.

Thankfully there’s a simple way of solving this issue:  unlinking the audio from the image so that the sound 
from one shot can extend into the next. 

In Final Cut Express we do this by selecting on the clip you wish to adjust, going 
to MODIFY and unticking the LINK option. Now we can have our audio extend 
across the shots; this technique will make our dialogue scenes flow more 
convincingly. 

These types of cuts are sometimes called split edits, but are usually referred 
to as L-cuts or J-cuts. Psychologically this technique mimics real life. We often 
hear people speak before we see them, or sometimes our gaze can wander 
when we’re listening to others. Editing in a way where images often precede or 
follow the dialogue edit feels more realistic. 
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Look at the new version of the previous sequence with this technique applied.

Using J-Cuts will certainly make our dialogue flow more naturally, but there’s another technique we need 
to apply to such scenes. In order to add a further sense of cohesion to the audio we should add some Wild 
Track or Room Noise to our edit. This is a piece of production audio which is recorded immediately after 
you shoot a dialogue scene. The sound recordist will ask everyone on set to be quiet for a minute whilst he 
or she records the sound of the environment.

This audio can then be used in post-production to add a sense of consistency and cohesion to the 
soundtrack. If the J-Cuts are bricks, then the Room Noise is the mortar holding them together. It adds a 
greater sense of place to a scene and can help cover up joins or seams in your other production audio. In 
the previous screengrab, you can see that we’ve added Room Noise to our scene on Audio Track 4.  You can 
also see that we’ve added a music track on A3. These extra elements will further enhance our scene.

 
When you have all those elements in place there are two 
more things you will need to do. Firstly you may need to 
lock your Audio Tracks to stop them getting accidentally 
moved or trimmed. In Final Cut Express you do this by 
selecting the Audio Track and Clicking the PADLOCK symbol 
to the left. You should also keep a careful eye on your 
sound level meter over on the right hand side of the screen.  
If your Audio keeps peaking into the red, you may need to 
lower the volume of individual clips.
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Sound Formatting and Working with Audio
Decompressing Audio and Creating WAV files

Before going any further here we should explain what we mean by ‘decompressing’. 

Sometimes, in order to make it small enough to be streamed online or played through a mobile device, 
music files are compressed using the MP3 format. This format reduces the file size of recordings but also 
lessens their quality. You may not necessarily detect a massive drop in audio quality when comparing a 
track from a CD with an MP3 version of the same track but the latter will sound flatter and less detailed. 

MP3 are perfectly acceptable for day to day listening but, because of the low sampling and bit rates they 
use, they can create serious issues if used as sound files in video editing projects. In some severe cases they 
can cause clicking and scratching noises to appear.

So, instead of using MP3 files for your sound effects or soundtrack music you are better off using WAV files. 
Here is a simple workflow for creating WAV files using iTunes for Mac or PC. 

1. Open up iTunes. Under the iTunes tab on the menu bar select 
PREFERENCES (as shown in image to the right).  

2. When the General Preferences Window (shown in image below) opens, 
make sure the CD bar towards the bottom of the window is set to “Ask to 
Import CD”. Then click on the IMPORT SETTINGS button. 
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3. At the IMPORT SETTINGS window (shown above), make sure the Import Using bar is set to WAV 
ENCODER. Then click OK. 

By following these steps you have now ensured that iTunes can convert any CD inserted into your computer 
into high quality WAV files which can be used in your edit.  Now when you insert any CD into your optical 
drive you will see a prompt like the one below.

You can click yes at this point to import all the tracks, or untick any tracks you do not wish to import. When 
ready, click YES. The computer will then begin importing the selections you have made. 

If you are using commercially available music or sound effects in your film you should always endeavour to 
source those from CD. If, for whatever reason, the music or sound effects that you wish to use in your film 
are only available as MP3 files, you can still use iTunes to create WAV file versions of them. 
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Select the track you wish to convert from the library in your iTunes interface.  Right click on it and choose 
CREATE WAV VERSION from the menu options (shown below). 

Converting an MP3 to a WAV file will do nothing to improve the file’s sound quality but it will make it work 
more efficiently with your editing software. It is, however, important to note that some music files sold 
through online vendors have built in copy protection which prevents them from being converted to other 
formats.

Managing Audio Assets Efficiently

When you are using audio from a variety of sources, from stand-alone digital recording devices to CDs, it 
can be easy to lose track of where they are. So, for example, if assets have been stored on an external USB 
drive and that drive is removed from the computer, all of those sounds will vanish from the project. 

The best way to avoid issues like that is to create stand-alone folders for all your audio assets and to make 
sure you copy all of your music, sound effects and production audio files directly into them.  

Using the Audio Meters

One persistent problem sometimes seen in student films is poorly balanced sound. With all the main 
software packages allowing you to add dozens of different audio tracks to a project, it’s easy for a film to 
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suddenly be overwhelmed by its soundtrack. If you have lots of different audio elements in your edit, the 
combined noise of them can be overpowering.

In your editing interface you will see a set of bars which display how loud your audio is – these are your 
audio meters. They are colour coded, running from Green to Amber to Red. As you might expect, Green is 
safe, Red is dangerously loud and Amber represents the border between the two zones. 

In the screen-grab shown to the left, you can see one instance where the sound has not 
been adjusted and the weight of the audio is pushing the meter into the red zone. This is 
far too loud and will sound distorted. Audio this loud is also a health hazard in its own right 
and may damage your hearing. In contrast to the dangerously distorted sound, on the right 
you can see a meter for a properly adjusted soundtrack. There the indicators are remaining 
within the green, ensuring the sound is both safe and effective. 

It doesn’t require a huge amount of time or attention – just keep an eye on your audio 
meters when adding new soundtracks and adjusting levels.

Editing Music

One common flaw seen in student films is the poorly timed fading in and out of music tracks at dramatic 
moments.  If you wish to use a pre-existing music track you should consider editing it down to the required 
length of your scene or sequence. 

In the screen-grab below you can see a music track in a Final Cut Express sequence.  The first thirty seconds 
of this track contain a repeating series of bass guitar chords leading to a dramatic and much louder burst of 
music. 

As shown below one could use the fader tools to gradually fade the music up so that it starts later but this 
will draw attention to itself and may not offer a smooth segue into the intended stretch of music. 
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Below you can see a more successful approach. Using the IN and OUT functions in Final Cut, the audio track 
has been trimmed at the beginning and at the end. By placing these editing points at transitional points 
within the track the end result is seamless. 

Creating and Editing Sound Effects 

With some software coming with built-in sound effects libraries and an array of free sound effects being 
available online, it can be tempting to try and use only sourced sound effects for your film. It is, however, 
easy to record your own sound effects and to use your editing software to create startling new sounds. 

In this example a recording of electric guitar feedback is being used in Final Cut Express to generate an 
otherworldly nose. Below you can see that the IN and OUT points have been set, isolating a two and a half 
second long burst of the sound. 
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This audio has then been dragged down to the 
timeline and placed roughly in sync with the action it 
is to accompany.  

In Final Cut Express, selecting MODIFY and then 
SPEED from the tool bar allows us to alter the speed 
of the audio clip.  Here the speed has been reduced 
to 80%, slowing the audio down. The ‘Reverse’ 
box has also been ticked, meaning the sound will 
play backwards. The end result is an evocative and 
surreal sound which bears little resemblance to the 
original recording.  

Further distortion could be achieved by layering other speed adjusted audio clips below this sound. If your 
film requires startling or atmospheric sound effects, it’s worth experimenting with ways of creating and 
distorting them from live sources.

Fixing Production Audio

Too often student film-makers forget to clean up or fix audio elements recorded during the shoot. Wind 
noise, for example, is often left attached to location footage, but it can be easily removed by muting the 
sound level for the audio tracks in question.  

Equally common is indistinct or poorly recorded 
dialogue. If needs be it is possible to re-record 
production audio in post-production; most editing 
packages have a function designed to facilitate such 
a thing. In order to re-record dialogue in this way all 
you should need is the actor or actors in question, a 
decent microphone which can be plugged into your 
computer and a quiet room in which to re-record the 
audio. 

In Final Cut Express you can use that software’s VOICE 
OVER tool. This can be found under the TOOL tab in 
the menu-bar. Once activated it brings up a separate 
record window (as shown in the screengrab on the 
left). 
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Position the playhead on your sequence at where you want to re-record the dialogue then hit the red 
record button in the Voice Over window. This function will count down to the beginning of recording by 
playing a series of sound beeps.  

If your performers are inexperienced it may take them many takes in order to successfully match their new 
vocal performance with their lip movements onscreen, so be patient with them and don’t try to do this in a 
rush or at the last minute.

Title Sequences

Many film-makers regard the creation of a strong title sequence as something of an art form in itself; 
done well, it enhances the entire film and can be extremely memorable. Title sequences can also vary as 
massively as films can, so instead of giving specific workflow guidance here, CCEA’s Moving Image Arts 
microsite hosts several tutorial videos on how to achieve particular effects suited to opening credits. For 
more basic guidance on creating title cards and manipulating text, please see the section on using Gimp to 
create graphics and text which is located towards the end of the booklet.
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USING PREMIERE PRO

Sequence Setting

When beginning any Premiere Pro Project it is vitally important to make sure that you have set up your 
timeline and editing pre-sets correctly so that you are using the right sequence settings for the footage you 
wish to edit.

If, for example, you have filmed lots of HD footage but try to edit it in a standard definition sequence, 
Premiere may make you render every single asset any time you wish to make a new cut or move objects 
on the timeline. This issue is perhaps the most common cause of editing problems. The simple rules which 
follow here will help you avoid any calamities or time-wasting.

Film Format and Settings

Know what format you’re filming on and choose the 
appropriate sequence settings. If, for example, you know your 
project has been filmed in HD you also need to know the frame 
rate and exact resolution. It will usually be 1920 x 1080 and 
25 frames per second. You also need to know what codec has 
been used to compress the footage.  Premiere will recognise 
lots of different compression codecs but if you want a smooth 
edit experience, it is best to know the format of the footage 
first.

How to check the format of your footage? 

Once you’ve connected your camera to your computer or 
plugged in your SD card, open the DCIM folder in your camera 
card and copy one of the files over to your computer.

Right click on the copied file and select GET INFO. If you are 
using Premiere on a PC you can right click the files and select 
GET PROPERTIES. On the left screengrab you can see an 
example of the kind of information this produces.

In this case we can see that the file is 1920 x 1080 and that the 
compressor used is the H.264 Codec. That codec is great for 
making Quicktime files to playback or share and Premiere Pro, 
unlike Final Cut Express, can natively handle H.264 files. So you 
should not have any difficulties using such movie files. 
If your footage has been shot using a card-based camcorder 
which uses the MTS video format, you will find your movie 
files in a folder on the SD card called PRIVATE. In the case of 
an MTS video file, clicking GET INFO on a Mac or selecting 
PROPERTIES on a PC will likely yield no information regarding 
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the resolution or frame rate. In such cases, just refer 
to the documentation which came with the camera 
to confirm its frame rate and resolution. 

Setting Up Premiere Pro for your Footage

1. Open Up Premiere Pro and select a NEW PROJECT.

2. At the NEW PROJECT window (as shown in the 
screengrab on the right), give your project a new 
name and make sure the capture format is set to 
HDV.  

3. If you have not already set up a SCRATCH DISK 
for this program, you can do so by clicking on the 
Scratch Disk tab (as shown in the screengrab directly 
below) and selecting one. 

Note: 
Premiere’s default settings place the Scratch Disk and 
Associated Folders inside the Documents Folder so you 
may not have to perform this step.
 

4. When you have finished changing your general 
settings, click OK. 
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5. You will see the NEW SEQUENCE window (shown above). Here you can choose the right settings from 
the list of Presets on the left. In this case, as we are using 1080 HD footage shot at 25 frames per 
second, the ‘DSLR 1080p25’ preset is the most appropriate. You may need to select a different preset 
depending on the format of the footage you wish to edit. If, for example, you are using footage shot on 
a card based HD camcorder you may need to use one of the presets in the AVCHD folder.   

6. When you have selected your preset and checked that it matches the resolution and frame rate you 
need, click OK. You will be taken to the main Premiere Pro Interface. There you can begin importing 
your footage, logging your clips and editing your footage. 

Before importing your footage into Premiere it is best to copy it directly from your SD card onto a folder on 
your computer. In the case of DSLRs movie files can be viewed and copied across directly from the DCIM 
folder. In the case of card based camcorders you will need to find the subfolder marked PRIVATE and make 
a copy of it on your computer. That PRIVATE folder will contain another subfolder, usually called STREAM, 
which will contain your video files. In some cases you will need to copy the entire contents of an AVCHD 
Camera’s cards onto your computer. This may vary from model to model.  
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In both cases, it is best to import your footage directly from a locally stored copy rather than directly from 
the SD card. If you do edit directly from an SD card your footage will vanish from your clip bin and timeline 
whenever the card is removed. 

Editing and Importing in Premiere Pro

To import footage into your project select FILE and IMPORT from the TOOL BAR. Your footage will now 
appear in the Clip Bin in the bottom left hand corner of the screen (see above). You can right click on your 
clips to relabel them accordingly.

To perform a simple edit, click on the clip you wish to view in the clip bin. It will viewable in the SOURCE 
WINDOW at the top left of the screen. You can select where and when you want your trimmed version to 
begin and end by using the IN and OUT POINT buttons (below left). You can then drag the clip from the bin 
onto your main editing sequence (below right). 

Audio

As with video, audio will edit more smoothly if it is imported in the correct format. MP3 files will wreak 
havoc on rendering times and may cause serious audio issues with your work. Instead it’s best to convert all 
your audio, be it music or sound effects, into WAV format sound files. This process is covered in the Sound 
Formatting Handout. 
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Sequence Setting in Premiere Elements

Premiere Elements operates in a slightly different way to Premiere Pro and can be tricky to set up since 
it often forces a choice of format at the start which cannot be altered later, resulting in the whole project 
having to be scrapped. To avoid such errors, follow the workflow here if you intend to use Premiere 
Elements for your editing.

1. When you open a NEW PROJECT in AP12 you’ll see the window shown in the screengrab below. This 
should be set to the appropriate sequence settings. Your camera format should always match your 
sequence settings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Click CHANGE SETTINGS (as in the window screengrab shown below). For a Card Based Camcorder, 

for example, select the PAL/AVCDH and choose FULL HD1080i25. For a DSLR select the resolution and 
frame rate in the DSLR folder which match your camera e.g. 1080p 25fps.
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3. To IMPORT your footage click ADD MEDIA. Insert your camera 
card.  Select FILE AND  FOLDERS, as shown in the screengrab 
on the right.

4. Select your CAMERA CARD and select IMPORT.

5. A dialogue box entitled ‘Importing File from Removable 
Media’ will pop up, as shown in the screengrab immediately 
below. Select VIDEO IMPORTER.

6. At the VIDEO IMPORTER window tick the video files you want to import, as shown in the screengrab 
below, and then click on GET MEDIA.
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7. Now you have your full editing interface open. It should look like this:
 

 
 

 The clip bin is up in the top left hand corner. Down below is your timeline.

8. To edit, select a clip from the clip bin. Set your IN and OUT points to determine how much of the clip 
you want to use, then drag the clip from the bin down on to your timeline.

 
Syncing Production Dialogue

In order to match your production audio to your camera footage in Adobe Premiere Pro:

1. Open up Premiere and create a new sequence.

2. Import your video and audio files. Select the first take you would like to sync.

3. Drag the audio and video files for the scene you wish to sync down onto your sequence, you should see 
the audio waveform in the audio tracks.

4. You will now need to SYNC the audio with the video. Find the exact moment in the video track where 
the clapperboard is snapped shut.

5. Line that exact frame up with the sound of the board snapping shut in your audio file. It should be seen 
on the waveform as a large sudden spike (see screengrab below).
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6. When lined up, trim the audio and video clips so that they’re the same length. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Once that’s done and you’re satisfied that the sound is in sync, 
HIGHLIGHT both audio and video tracks then go to CLIP and select 
LINK, as shown in the screengrab on the right.  

8. Having linked the audio and video for that take, you can then drag 
that synchronised clip from the sequence and drop it in the clip bin. 
From there you can relabel it as shown in the screengrab below, 
and use it as an independent clip. 

9. Repeat this procedure for all of your takes so that you have an 
organised clip bin full of synchronised takes.
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Editing Dialogue Scenes

When editing dialogue scenes it’s not enough to simply follow the visual rules of continuity editing. If, as in 
the screen-grab below, we cut from one over-the-shoulder shot directly to another, we could end up with 
an edit which looks right visually but doesn’t seem smooth or right to the audience.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

The reason for this problem is simple. Our audio and our image are being cut at the same point; we hear 
and see one character and then cut so we can hear and see another. This approach gives our dialogue 
scenes a distracting and disjointed tennis match-like effect.

Thankfully there’s a simple way of solving this issue:  unlinking the audio from the image so that the sound 
from one shot can extend into the next. 

In PREMIERE we do this by clicking on the clip in the timeline you wish to adjust, going to the CLIP tab 
in the menu and unticking the LINK option. Now we can have our audio extended across the shots; this 
technique will make our dialogue scenes flow more convincingly. Look at the new version of the previous 
sequence with this technique applied.

These types of cuts are sometimes called split edits, but are usually referred to as L-cuts or J-cuts. 
Psychologically this technique mimics real life. We often hear people speak before we see them, or 
sometimes our gaze can wander when we’re listening to others. Editing in a way where images often 
precede or follow the dialogue edit feels more realistic. 
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Using J-Cuts will certainly make our dialogue flow more naturally, but there’s another technique we need 
to apply to such scenes. In order to add a further sense of cohesion to the audio we should add some Wild 
Track or Room Noise to our edit. This is a piece of production audio which is recorded immediately after 
you shoot a dialogue scene. The sound recordist will ask everyone on set to be quiet for a minute whilst he 
or she records the sound of the environment.

This audio can then be used in post-production to add a sense of consistency and cohesion to the 
soundtrack. If the J-Cuts are bricks, then the Room Noise is the mortar holding them together. It adds a 
greater sense of place to a scene and can help cover up joins or seams in your other production audio. In 
the previous screengrab, you can see that we’ve added Room Noise to our scene on Audio Track 4.  You can 
also see that we’ve added a music track on A3. These extra elements will further enhance our scene.

When you have all those elements in place there are two more things you will need to do. Firstly you may 
need to lock your Audio Tracks to stop them getting accidentally moved or trimmed.

In Premiere you do this by selecting the Audio Track and Clicking the on the empty box to the left of the 
clip’s name. Once you click on this box a padlock symbol will appear indicating that this track is now locked 
into place. 

You should also keep a careful eye on your sound level meter over on the right hand side of the screen.  If 
your Audio keeps peaking into the red zone at the top of the sound level bars, you may need to lower the 
volume of individual clips. Observing  the sound level bars can also help you decide if sounds need to be 
equalized – if one of your actors is taller and nearer to the microphone than the other, for example, you 
may hear their dialogue more loudly and may decide to adjust this a little to the two actors are speaking at 
similar or equal volumes. 
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Sound Formatting and Working with Audio

Decompressing Audio and Creating WAV files

Before going any further here we should explain what we mean by ‘decompressing’. 

Sometimes, in order to make it small enough to be streamed online or played through a mobile device, 
music files are compressed using the MP3 format. This format reduces the file size of recordings but also 
lessens their quality. You may not necessarily detect a massive drop in audio quality when comparing a 
track from a CD with an MP3 version of the same track but the latter will sound flatter and less detailed. 

MP3 are perfectly acceptable for day to day listening but, because of the low sampling and bit rates they 
use, they can create serious issues if used as sound files in video editing projects. In some severe cases they 
can cause clicking and scratching noises to appear.

So, instead of using MP3 files for your sound effects or soundtrack music you are better off using WAV files. 
Here is a simple workflow for creating WAV files using iTunes for Mac or PC. 

1. Open up iTunes. Under the iTunes tab on the menu bar select 
PREFERENCES (as shown in image to the right).  

2. When the General Preferences Window (shown in image below) opens, 
make sure the CD bar towards the bottom of the window is set to “Ask to 
Import CD”. Then click on the IMPORT SETTINGS button.

3. At the IMPORT SETTINGS window (shown above), make sure the Import 
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Using bar is set to WAV ENCODER. Then click OK. 

By following these steps you have now ensured that iTunes can convert any CD inserted into your computer 
into high quality WAV files which can be used in your edit.  Now when you insert any CD into your optical 
drive you will see a prompt like the one below.

You can click yes at this point to import all the tracks, or untick any tracks you do not wish to import. When 
ready, click YES. The computer will then begin importing the selections you have made. 

If you are using commercially available music or sound effects in your film you should always endeavour to 
source those from CD. If, for whatever reason, the music or sound effects that you wish to use in your film 
are only available as MP3 files, you can still use iTunes to create WAV file versions of them. 

Select the track you wish to convert from the library in your iTunes interface.  Right Click on it and choose 
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CREATE WAV VERSION from the menu options (shown below). 

Converting an MP3 to a WAV file will do nothing to improve the file’s sound quality but it will make it work 
more efficiently with your editing software. It is, however, important to note that some music files sold 
through online vendors have built in copy protection which prevents them from being converted to other 
formats.

Managing Audio Assets Efficiently

When you are using audio from a variety of sources, from stand-alone digital recording devices to CDs, it 
can be easy to lose track of where they are. So, for example, if assets have been stored on an external USB 
drive and that drive is removed from the computer, all of those sounds will vanish from the project. The 
screengrabs below show how the clip bin in Premiere Pro changes its labeling if a sound asset suddenly 
goes off-line. 

The best way to avoid issues like that is to create stand-alone folders for all your audio assets and to make 
sure you copy all of your music, sound effects and production audio files directly into them.  
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Using the Audio Meters

One persistent problem sometimes seen in student films is poorly balanced sound. With 
all the main software packages allowing you to add dozens of different audio tracks to a 
project, it’s easy for a film to suddenly be overwhelmed by its soundtrack. If you have lots 
of different audio elements in your edit, the combined noise of them can be overpowering.

In your editing interface you will see a set of bars which display how loud your audio is –
these are your audio meters. They are colour coded, running from Green to Amber to Red. 
As you might expect, Green is safe, Red is dangerously loud and Amber represents the 
border between the two zones. 

In the screen-grab shown to the left, you can see one instance where the sound has not 
been adjusted and the weight of the audio is pushing the meter into the red zone. This is far too loud and 
will sound distorted. Audio this loud is also a health hazard in its own right and may damage your hearing. 
In contrast to the dangerously distorted sound, on the right you can see a meter for a properly adjusted 
soundtrack. There the indicators are remaining within the green, ensuring the sound is both safe and 
effective. 

It doesn’t require a huge amount of time or attention – just keep an eye on your audio meters when adding 
new soundtracks and adjusting levels.

Editing Music

One common flaw seen in student films is the poorly timed fading in and out of music tracks at dramatic 
moments.  If you wish to use a pre-existing music track you should consider editing it down to the required 
length of your scene or sequence. 

In the screen-grab below you can see a music track in a Final Cut Express sequence.  The first thirty seconds 
of this track contain a repeating series of bass guitar chords leading to a dramatic and much louder burst of 
music. 

As shown below one could use the fader tools to gradually fade the music up so that it starts later but this 
will draw attention to itself and may not offer a smooth segue into the intended stretch of music. 
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Below you can see a more successful approach. Using the IN and OUT functions in Premiere Pro, the audio 
track has been trimmed at the beginning and at the end. By placing these editing points at transitional 
points within the track the end result is seamless. 

Creating and Editing Sound Effects 

With some software coming with built-in sound effects libraries and an array of free sound effects being 
available online, it can be tempting to try and use only sourced sound effects for your film. It is, however, 
easy to record your own sound effects and to use your editing software to create startling new sounds. 

In this example a recording of electric guitar feedback is being used in Final Cut Express to generate an 
otherworldly nose. Below you can see that the IN and OUT points have been set, isolating a two and a half 
second long burst of the sound. 
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This audio has then been dragged down to the timeline and placed roughly in sync with the action it is to 
accompany.  

In Premiere Pro the controls for altering the speed of a clip can be found under CLIP and SPEED/DURATION. 
Here the speed has been reduced to 80%, slowing the audio down. The ‘Reverse’ box has also been ticked, 
meaning the sound will play backwards. The end result is an evocative and surreal sound which bears little 
resemblance to the original recording.  

Further distortion could be achieved by layering other speed adjusted audio clips below this sound. If your 
film requires startling or atmospheric sound effects, it’s worth experimenting with ways of creating and 
distorting them from live sources.

Fixing Production Audio

Too often student film-makers forget to clean up or fix audio elements recorded during the shoot. Wind 
noise, for example, is often left attached to location footage, but it can be easily removed by muting the 
sound level for the audio tracks in question.  

Equally common is indistinct or poorly recorded 
dialogue. If needs be it is possible to re-record 
production audio in post-production; most 
editing packages have a function designed to 
facilitate such a thing. In order to re-record 
dialogue in this way all you should need is the 
actor or actors in question, a decent microphone 
which can be plugged into your computer and 
a quiet room in which to re-record the audio 
In Premiere Pro the Voiceover function control 
is found in its Audio Mixer Tab (shown on the 
right). There you will have to select the Audio 
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Track you wish to record the new audio to and active the “Enable track for recording” button for that track - 
it is marked with the letter R and will turn red once activated.

If your performers are inexperienced it may take them many takes in order to successfully match their new 
vocal performance with their lip movements onscreen, so be patient with them and don’t try to do this in a 
rush or at the last minute. 

Title Sequences

Many film-makers regard the creation of a strong title sequence as something of an art form in itself; 
done well, it enhances the entire film and can be extremely memorable. Title sequences can also vary as 
massively as films can, so instead of giving specific workflow guidance here, CCEA’s Moving Image Arts 
microsite hosts several tutorial videos on how to achieve particular effects suited to opening credits. For 
more basic guidance on creating title cards and manipulating text, please see the section on using Gimp to 
create graphics and text which follows.
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USING GIMP TO CREATE GRAPHICS AND TEXT FOR VIDEO
Although your Editing Software will come with built-in text generators, these are often hard to master and 
offer only a limit range of fonts and colours.  Gimp is a free to download paint package which offers most of 
the same functions as Photoshop. This guide will help you to use Gimp to create text for graphical effects.

Creating Basic Text

1.   From the TOOL BAR click FILE and NEW to start a new project. 

 

2.  When the CREATE A NEW IMAGE window opens, 
we will need to set the dimensions for our new 
project.  It’s best to make your image size match 
the resolution of your finished film. Here we are 
choosing 1920 x 1080, to match the resolution of HD 
video. If we used a lower resolution we might end 
up with text and graphics which look too blocky and 
pixelated when dropped into our edit.  The image will 
need a transparent background to make it easier to 
overlay it on top of video sequences, so make sure 
that you use the drop down selection options to add 
TRANSPARENCY to the FILL WITH slot. 

 

3.  You will now have an empty image with the checkerboard pattern 
(which indicates transparency) in the background. You can now click 
on the TEXT tool in your TOOLBOX. This is the button marked with 
an A. If your TOOLBOX is not visible go to the WINDOWS tab in the 
TOOLBAR and select.

You can now use the TEXT tool to add text to our image. Click in the centre 
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of your screen and type a word. The default setting for text has a very 
low font size so you may need to highlight what you have written and 
type a new FONT SIZE into the font control window.  In the image below 
a font size of 220 pixels has been chosen.  To change the style of FONT 
you can select FONTS from the WINDOWS TAB on the TOOLBAR. To 
change the colour of your text, click on the colour control in your font 
box. Remember to make sure your text is highlighted before trying to 
change the colour, font type or size of it.  

When you click on the colour control box you will be presented with a window as seen below left. You can 
then select a new colour and click OK.

   

If you need to reposition your text you can do so by using the blue cross-shaped MOVE tool in the TOOL 
BOX (shown in the image above on the right).

4.  If you want to add the graphic you have created to your film project you will have to export it as a 
PNG file. We do this by selecting FILE – EXPORT AS (image right). When the next window opens, select 
PNG IMAGE as the file type (image below). 
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5.  Now that the titles image has been exported as a PNG, you 
can import it into your editing software. The PNG format 
preserves transparencies, so you can simply stack this PNG 
over live action video layers (see timeline screengrab, right). 
You can also use the scale and move tools in your editing 
package to resize and reposition the text if necessary, as 
shown in the screengrab above.

6.  If you want to create multiple versions of your graphic you 
can save it as a template. Click on FILE and then CREATE 
TEMPLATE. 

At the next window type in a unique name for this template type 
and click OK. Whenever you wish to make a new title graphic, you can open up this template when you 
start a new project, as shown below. 
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Applying A Glow Effect to Text

1. Open up your layers window by clicking on the WINDOWS tab in 
the TOOL BAR. Select your TEXT layer. 

2. With the TEXT layer selected, right click on your mouse and select 
DUPLICATE LAYER.

3. You should now have two copies of your text layer, one on top of 
the other. We can now re-label our layers to avoid confusion. In 
the image on the right you can see they are named ‘Test’ and ‘Test 
#1’ – click on your lower layer to select it, and rename it ‘GLOW’ 
(Remember that naming a layer after its main feature is always a helpful way to help organize layers 
on any project in Gimp, Photoshop or similar).

4. Now we can select our GLOW LAYER and apply a filter to it. By 
applying a blur to this layer we can make our entire text appear to 
glow.  So go to FILTERS on the tool bar and select BLUR-GAUSSIAN 
BLUR.  

5. In the GAUSSIAN BLUR CONTROL WINDOW push the blur 
radius value up until the letters’ edges become blurry and 
indistinct. If you can’t see the effect you’re creating in 
the preview window, as shown here, just make sure the 
‘Preview’ box below the window is ticked and try adjusting 
the values again.

You should now have an image of your text but with a glowing aura around it. If you use the EXPORT AS tool 
to save it as a PNG file you can then import that image into your editing software. Remember to choose a 
PNG file as it preserves transparency and makes it much easier for you to apply the text to an image.
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If you want to further manipulate the way your text looks, you will first need to turn off your GLOW LAYER. 
Do that by clicking on the EYE SYMBOL to the left of it in the layers window – it can be added again later if 
you like. 

Perspective

By selecting the original text layer you can creatively manipulate its shape and 
size by using the PERSPECTIVE TOOL in the toolbox (shown here on the right).  
By pressing the Perspective Button we can then drag and move the corners of 
our image to change the appearance of our text. In the screen-shot below we 
have given the text and dynamic sense of perspective by making the right side of 
the text taller than the left.  

Experiment with this tool. You can always press RESET to return your text to its original shape. You can 
press TRANSFORM to make the change permanent. 

The ROTATE and SCALE tools can also be used to alter the look of your text. 

Textured Lettering

You don’t have to restrict the texture or colour of your lettering to the 
options available in GIMP. Your own photographs can be used to create 
interesting and visually appealing title graphics. To show you how this can 
work, CCEA has provided suitable resources at the Moving Image Arts 
microsite – you may download these to undertake the following workflow 
as practice if you wish.

1. Go to the CCEA resources folder and save the file called RUSTY 
METAL.JPG, then open the image file with GIMP.  Create a NEW 
LAYER and give it a TRANSPARENT BACKGROUND. Then make sure 
this new layer is positioned above the original photographic image in 
your layers window.  
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2. Use the TEXT TOOL in the TOOLBAR and add text to your 
image. You will now have three layers, as shown here 
(remember it is good practice to name each layer after 
its main feature – in this case, the different textures each 
layer has for its main image).

3. Select the TEXT layer, then use the 
MAGIC WAND select tool in your 
TOOL BOX to select each of the letters 
(shown here on the ‘M’ and ‘E’). 
Once you have all the letters in your 
word selected, turn off the visibility 
of every layer apart from the RUSTY 
METAL layer.  Make sure you keep 
your TEXT selected. 

4. Now right click on the RUSTY 
METAL layer and choose 
REMOVE ALPHA CHANNEL.  
Then, from the drop down 
menu above choose SELECT 
and then INVERT. Now if 
you select EDIT and CUT you 
should be left with an image 
showing the text filled in with 
the rusty metal texture, as 
shown below.  

5. You can also now use the colour controls to change the brightness and intensity of the image for best 
effect. 
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